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Religious Freedom and Liberty Issues in America - 21 

The pillar with which religious freedom and true liberty in America are constructed is that 

of knowledge. An intelligent understanding of the high cost of these basic human rights and 

the constant threats to their continuance is essential. Fundamental changes in both societal 

and governmental attitudes, towards the "First Freedoms" of the United States, should be 

monitored and recognized by the populace and responded to accordingly. Special programs, 

dedicated to this pressing threat and community need, as broadcast during this reporting 

period, are listed below:  . 

 

Issue – Can a State Deliberately Enforce Misapplied Law to Attack Religious 
Liberty When Other Law More Appropriately Applies? Ask Hawaii 

Host Alan Reinach discusses the “Aloha Bed and Breakfast’ Case with James Hochberg, Council of 

Record for the Case 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
"The Aloha Bed & Breakfast Case” 14 minutes - 01-05-2019 & 01-06-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm,  

01-09-2018 @ 6:30pm.  

-------------------------- 

Issue – Many Cities Have Religious-symbol Monuments. When They Are 
Located on “State’-Owned Property Does That Automatically Constitute An 
Improper Establishment? 

The U.S. Supreme Court has decided to hear the “Peace Cross Case” from the State of Maryland dealing 

with a large and old concrete cross that is located on land previously private, but now public. What will 

this mean for religious symbols in general? Alan Reinach discusses the issue with Roger Gannam, Asst. 

VP of Legal Affairs for Liberty Council Florida. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"The Peace Cross case” - 14 minutes - 01-12-2019 & 01-13-2019 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm, 01-16-2019 @ 

6:30pm. 

 

 



Issue – Religious Freedom is Very Fragile. Can Tolerance Be Taught? 

Has five years of hard work on behalf of religious freedom around the world proven successful? What fruit 

has been developed as light has been shined in some dark places? Alan Reinach discusses the issue with 

Tina Ramirez Pres. of HardwiredGlobal.org 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
“Teaching a Culture of Religious Freedom” - 14 minutes - 02-02-2019 & 02-03-2019 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm, and 

02-06-2019 @ 6:30pm. 

--------------------------  

Issue – Religious Liberty and The Southern Border Wall 

Walls are generally thought to be protective and inclusive of those they protect, but what if something to 

be protected is on the “wrong side” of a barrier? Host Alan Reinach discusses the issue with Prof. Mary 

McCord - Senior Litigator - Institute for Constitutional Advocacy & Protection - Georgetown Law 

School.  

Program - Let Freedom Ring  
“Walling Out The Church” - 14 minutes - 03-30-2018 & 03-31-2018 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm, 04-03-2019 @ 

6:30pm. 

 

--------------------------  

 

Additional issues of interest and consequence follow:  

Issue – Gambling “Costs” Individuals and Society In Ways That Are Both 

Harmful and Yet Difficult to Fully Measure. 

On average, Americans spend a dollar a day, every day on gambling—$360 a year per person. Although 

the Bible doesn’t speak specifically about gambling, gambling negatively impacts countless lives and 

causes loss and hardship. How does God feel about gambling, and what can people do who are caught in 

gambling’s web? Pastor John Bradshaw discusses "Winners and Losers," filmed on location in Australia 

and New Zealand. 

Program - It is Written  

"Winners and Losers" - 28 minutes - 01-05-2019 @ 12:25pm & 01-06-2019 @ 6:26am  

 

-------------------------- 



Issue – Can Extraordinary Circumstances Turn Even Fellow Citizens Against 

One Another? Could It Happen Here? It Already Has! Learn Where and Why. 

In 1921, more than 300 people were massacred, thousands were left homeless, and an entire town was 

destroyed when people turned on their fellow citizens—in the United States of America! Which raises an 

important question: What kind of person would do that? The answer is surprising. Join Pastor John 

Bradshaw on location in Tulsa, Oklahoma, as he looks at the challenge faced by every person, even in 

Western Washington: the sinful heart.  

Program - It is Written  

"Black Wall Street" - 28 minutes - 02-16-2019 @ 12:25pm & 02-17-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – If I Only Had a Little More Money, I’d Be Completely Happy, Right? 

You can’t live without it—but it can be a challenge to live with it! Most people think that if they only had 

more money, their problems would be solved, but that often isn’t the case. Pastor John Bradshaw and 

special guest Julian Archer, an author, speaker, and financial expert for “The Love of Money” discuss the 

real issue. Your blessings don’t have to become a curse! 

Program – It is Written 

"The Love of Money" - 28 minutes - 03-09-2019 @ 12:25pm & 03-10-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Native Peoples Have Been Conquered or Displaced Many Times in 

The Western United States and Other Lands! Does That Always Mean 

Defeat? What Does It Mean For a Harmonious Future Among People 

groups?  

Years ago, a peaceful tribe on a remote island was invaded by warriors intent on their destruction. Their 

actions in the face of death would not only be a bold stand for peace but would also speak of the sacrifice 

Jesus made to save a world lost in sin. Pastor John Bradshaw looks at this interesting history and what it 

means for us today. 

Program – It is Written 

"Nunuku's Law " - 28 minutes - 03-16-2019 @ 12:25pm & 03-17-2019 @ 6:26am 

 

 


